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QUESTION NO: 1

You are preparing two Oracle Linux nodes, node1 and node2, for the installation of Oracle Grid Infrastructure, you plan to 
use the existing Linux users "grid" as Grid Infrastructure software.

What task must be performed before installing the Grid Infrastructure?

A. Change the user "grid' initial login group to "dba" 

B. No task must be performed.

C. Change the user ID of the grid user in node1, node2, or both nodes to guarantee that the user IDs are equal

D. Add "users" to supplementary groups of "grid" in node1. Or, alternatively remove "users" from supplementary groups of 
node2 "grid."

E. Use another Linux user as "grid" might be used for other purposes.

ANSWER: C 

QUESTION NO: 2

You are given the task of managing an Oracle RAC 12cR1 Cluster by using Oracle Flex ASM. Which two statements are 
valid?

A. A failure of an ASM instance affects the databases, even if you are using ASM disk groups

B. A failure of an ASM instance affects availability for the databases using ASM disk groups due to decreased cardinality of 
available ASM instances 

C. To determine whether Oracle Flex ASM is enabled, use asmcmd show cluster mode

D. When deployed, Oracle Flex ASM enables an Oracle ASM instance to run on a separate physical server from the 
database server

ANSWER: A D 

QUESTION NO: 3

Which statement about multipathing is incorrect?

A. Multipathing solutions provide failover by using redundant physical path components

B. Multipathing is a software technology implemented at the operating system device level

C. Multipathing improves system performance by distributing the I/0 load across all available paths.

D. Multipathing is automatically configured when Oracle ASM discovers multiple paths to the same disk space.
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ANSWER: D 

QUESTION NO: 4

Identify three characteristics of a RAC 12cR1 service.

A. Service Time
Service name

B. Instance Preference

C. Server Pool Assignment

D. Database Edition

E. Cloud Policy

ANSWER: B C D 

QUESTION NO: 5

Which command can be used to create an Oracle ACFS file system resource?

A) crsct1 create resource –t filesystem –f /dev/asm/ -m /

B) srvct1 add filesystem –m / -d /dev/asm/

C) asmcmd fscreate - - resource ACFS – mount / -- file/dev/asm/

D) srvct1 create resource –fs/dev/asm/ -mount /

E) SQL > alter system add filesystem

device = ‘/dev/asm/’

mount_dir = ‘/’;

A. Option A

B. Option B

C. Option C 

D. Option D

E. Option E

ANSWER: B 

QUESTION NO: 6
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Which statement about ACFS and ADVM under Flex ASM is incorrect?

A. ADVM proxy instance is required for ADVM and ACFS to connect to flex ASM.

B. An ADVM proxy instance must run on the same node as ADVM and ACFS.

C. The ADVM proxy instance is configured on all Hub and Leaf nodes in a Flex cluster.

D. The ADVM proxy instance has its ORACLE_SID set to +APX.

E. Administrators can shut down the ADVM proxy if ACFS is not running on the node.

ANSWER: C 

QUESTION NO: 7

You are beginning the process of creating an Oracle ACFS volume. Which command creates an Oracle ACFS volume?

A. asmcmd[ + ) > volcreate -G data -s 5G volume1

B. asmcmd [ + ] > vol create -G data -s 5G volume1

C. asmcmd [ + ] > alter diskgroup DATA create volume1 size 5G;

D. asmcmd [ + ] > createvol -G data -a 5G volume1

ANSWER: A 

QUESTION NO: 8

You are installing Oracle Grid Infrastructure with Oracle Universal Installer (OUI). Your goal is a cluster that contains both 
database nodes and application nodes. The databases are intended to be under Oracle Qualiy of Services (QoS) 
management. Which three OUI choices are required to achieve the desired infrastructure?

A. Choice "Configure a Standard cluster” in the Cluster Type selection step

B. Choice ''Yes" in the Grid Infrastructure Management Repository Option step

C. Choice "Configure e Flex cluster" in the Cluster Type selection step

D. Choice "Use Standard ASM for storage" in the Storage Option step 

E. Choice "Use Oracle Flex ASM for storage" in the Storage Option step 

F. Choice "Configure GNS" in the Grid Plug and Play step

ANSWER: C E F 

QUESTION NO: 9
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The Free server pool contains servers that are not assigned to any other server pools. Which two attributes of the free server 
pool can be edited by the user?

A. SERVER_NAMES 

B. MIN_SIZE

C. MAX_ZIZE

D. IMPORTANCE

E. ACL

ANSWER: D E 

QUESTION NO: 10

To create a policy-managed database in RAC, which three properties have to be defined?

A. Minimum downtime before switchover occurs

B. Minimum number of nodes

C. Maximum number of nodes

D. Relative importance compared to other server pools

E. Relative uptime compared to other server pools

ANSWER: B C D 
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